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Early Learning Sticker Workbook
Stuck On Learning
With 350 removable stickers and 64 clever
gameboards, this sticker workbook provides hours of
learning fun! **2019 National Parenting Product
Awards Winner** (NAPPAawards.com) Playing with
stickers books is a marvelous way for preschool
children to hone fine motor skills, hand-eye
coordination, and spatial relations while they play.
With this sticker activity book for children ages 3 to 5,
your child will: -solve mazes -play matching and
counting games -decorate pictures While entertaining
for hours on end, these preschool activity books can
also teach your child to: -practice skills like decision
making -sort objects by shape and color -build
confidence -and much more! Filled with lively
illustrations of animals, children, food, toys, vehicles,
and other appealing subjects, I CAN DO THAT:
STICKERS comes with adorable removable stickers so
that the activities can be enjoyed over and over
again.

Preschool Big Fun Workbook
Open this box up to explore a world of learning fun!
These cute and colorful sticker books with reusable
stickers teach more than 100 familiar words from a
variety of environments. Includes First Words Sticker
Book, Farm Sticker Book, Colors Sticker Book, and
Animals Sticker Book.

Play Smart Early Learning 3+
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Learning engaging mix of mazes,
Fun-first
matching games, picture puzzles and more—keep
kids thoroughly entertained while they hone
important skills from focus and fine motor
coordination to problem solving and social skills.
Notes to parents on every page offer suggestions for
building vocabulary and reasoning abilities as kids
play their way through the book. The activities get
progressively harder, helping little ones to build a
sense of confidence as they progress. And more than
80 adorable stickers add to the excitement: kids
choose a reward sticker after finishing each
challenge. A wipe-off activity board completes the
package.

My First Sticker by Numbers Book
The Disney Learning Magical Adventures in Preschool
workbook takes young learners on an adventure
through 200+ early math and reading activities!
Classic Disney characters Minnie, Mickey, Donald,
Daisy, Goofy, and Pluto encourage kids as they learn
important skills for school.

I Can Do That: Stickers
These workbooks combine several School Zone
workbooks into one affordable edition. The proven
curriculum helps children learn and practice readiness
skills, spelling, addition, subtraction and more. Simple
instructions, step-by-step examples, colourful
illustrations and entertaining activities help children
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First 100 Stickers: First Numbers, Colors,
Shapes
These are great books for children between 3 and 5.
They play with stickers, have fun, and learn colors,
numbers, shapes, fruits and veggies, animals, and
letters. Also included are games that develop thinking
skills in which children must compare, orient, find the
pattern series of pictures, find what is missing in a
picture, and match the stickers with the pictures
shown in gray. These are very educational tasks.
Packed with over 250 reusable stickers each, these
books take children on a visual journey and enables
them to play while learning.

Paint by Sticker Kids: Dinosaurs
Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activitypacked book. There are puzzles to complete, pictures
to color in, drawing activities, as well as over 200
stickers to place on the book pages. A great way for
kids to learn while having fun.

Fundamental Skills, Ages 3 - 6
Make learning how to classify fun with this colorful
workbook! Help little skill seekers build a strong
foundation for academic success.

Peter's Dream
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ready to discover, including the alphabet,
numbers, colors, and shapes! As children complete
the fun activities in this engaging workbook, they will
become more familiar with letters, sounds, counting,
and number recognition! Each activity in Fundamental
Skills strengthens fine motor control while also
developing early critical thinking skills and
encouraging children to explore creative expression
with colors and shapes. The six titles in the Basic
Beginnings series are an essential and fun resource
designed to nurture engaged learning for every child.
Each book features 64 pages of colorful activities,
mazes, and pictures, as well as three mini books to
color, cut out, and share!

Fun & Games Preschool
Get ready for preschool with this innovative activity
workbook, featuring a fresh approach to developing
essential skills for school readiness and success.

Super Deluxe Preschool Scholar
Join James, little Jala, and their mom and dad on a fun
family adventure! In Discover the Zoo Preschool Learn
& Play Tablet each page "visits" different animals and
places at the zoo. Activities that focus on learning
specific skills such as letters, numbers, colors, and
shapes are paired with fun activities that go along
with them. These include mazes, dot-to-dots, hidden
pictures, puzzles, and drawing and coloring pages.
The combination provides a terrific introduction to prePage 5/19
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They will also be introduced to
science and the animal kingdom. As another plus, the
open sides are great for left-handed kids.Two pages
of bold, bright, playful stickers add to the adventure.
Discover learning & fun all in one!

Preschool Stickers
Give your child a smart start with What Your
Preschooler Needs to Know Designed for parents to
enjoy with children, filled with opportunities for
reading aloud and fostering curiosity, this beautifully
illustrated anthology offers preschoolers the
fundamentals they need to prepare for a happy,
productive time in school—and for the rest of their
lives. Hundreds of thousands of children have
benefited from the acclaimed Core Knowledge Series,
developed in consultation with parents, educators,
and the most distinguished developmental
psychologists. In addition to valuable advice for
parents, such as what it means for a child to be ready
for kindergarten, special sidebars throughout the
book help parents make reading aloud fun and
interactive, suggesting questions to ask, connections
to make, and games to play to enrich their
preschooler’s learning experience. Inside you will
discover • Favorite poems and rhymes—all beautifully
illustrated, to be read and recited together, from
Robert Louis Stevenson’s “At the Seaside” to
limericks by Edward Lear and tongue twisters by Jack
Prelutsky, plus fun “clap along!” and “fingerplay”
verses that parents and children can act out together
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Three Little
Pigs” and the African folktale “Why Flies
Buzz” will open whole new worlds of learning and
discovery • Visual arts—beautiful reproductions of
classic works that foster early appreciation of art
history while igniting discussions about shapes,
colors, and different styles and media •
Music—dozens of songs to sing and dance to,
including such “move around” songs as “Head and
Shoulders, Knees and Toes” and “The Wheels on the
Bus” • History—a delightful introduction to American
history, from the first Thanksgiving to Martin Luther
King, Jr., with activities and stories parents and
children can enjoy together • Science—from exploring
the wonder of animals to the physical properties of
light, air, and water—fun activities that will let
children observe, experience, and enjoy the natural
world

Little Skill Seekers: Sorting & Matching
School Zone Start to Read! Books present beginning
readers with a variety of captivating stories told
through rhyme, rhythm, and repetition for easy
reading. Each book builds children's reading
vocabulary and features an exciting or amusing plot
with beautiful illustrations that support and extend
the text.

Math Stickers
Following Directions improves children’s visual and
auditory memory skills as you allow them to listen
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in creative
ways. This engaging resource makes
following directions fun while improving children’s
visual and auditory memory, letter and number
recognition, and communication skills, while also
encouraging creative expression! The six titles in the
Basic Beginnings series are an essential and fun
resource designed to nurture engaged learning for
every child. Each book features 64 pages of colorful
activities, mazes, and pictures, as well as three mini
books to color, cut out, and share!

Scissor Skills Preschool Workbook for
Kids
School Zone Little Hand Helper Workbooks provide a
fun-filled introduction to important readiness skills.
Each workbook is carefully designed and reviewed by
teachers to promote your child's early learning
success. Tracing Trails contains a variety of exercises
that will help your child develop the eye-hand
coordination skills that are necessary to learn to write
clearly. The interesting activities with clear directions
will provide hours of educational fun for your child.
Plus, the colorful award stickers will enhance your
child's learning adventure. (Ages: 3-5 | 32 Pages and
68 Stickers | Dimensions: 11x8.5in)

Following Directions, Ages 3 - 6
Give children a head start in school! This collection of
colorful, fun-filled activity pages is designed to
reinforce skills through engaging activities. With more
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progressive,
10-week format-targeting handwriting,
alphabet and number recognition, reading, phonics,
math, and more this book will help prepare
preschoolers for kindergarten. A summer's worth of
great learning from the trusted editors of Weekly
Reader!

Preschool Scholar
School Zone Write & Reuse Books allow your child to
practice activities over and over. Each activity can be
used to reinforce curriculum objectives or introduce
new ones. Use the book in the manner that best suits
your child's needs. The Write & Reuse Books are great
for summer activities. The activities will help your
child retain the skills already learned during the
school year or introduce skills that will be taught in
the upcoming school year. For best results, we
recommend dry erase markers that are made for use
by children. (Ages: 4-6)

Tracing Trails Pre-Writing Skills
Stickers can offer far more than amusement. In Math
Stickers the stickers become manipulatives, requiring
a child to locate the correct sticker in order to solve
the problems, creating an interactive learning
experience. Soon kids will be able to recognize that
each numeral has a unique name and shape, and
each numerical symbol represents a number. This,
along with counting objects, builds important early
math skills. Add colorful illustrations, games,
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can't help
but be engaged in this colorful world of
numbers. See for yourself--engage your child in Math
Readiness today. Get your child stuck on learning!

Blank Sticker Book
Children will love learning their colors, shapes, and
numbers as they find the stickers and complete the
puzzles in this early learning activity book. The
photographic stickers inside are reusable so that preschoolers can enjoy play-and-learn fun, time and time
again!

Disney/Pixar Magical Adventures in
Preschool
Gakken's Play Smart GINORMOUS WORKBOOK
contains best-selling, research-based, engaging early
learning activities to help children develop early
learning readiness, fine-motor, and higher thinking
skills plus a true love of learning today -- and into the
future. Gakken’s Play Smart GINORMOUS Workbook
pairs our research-based, engaging early learning
activities with our “Learning should be fun”
philosophy for hours of productive and smart play
time while developing thinking skills, observation
abilities, focus, confidence, and a love of learning. The
Play Smart GINORMOUS Workbook is packed with
over 350 pages of fun-first activities including tracing,
mazes, matching, sorting, puzzles, dot-to-dot and
more. Your child will have hours of fun and they'll be
learning and sharpening their skills without even
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enhance
the experience along with alternate
ways to play each game. The Play Smart GINORMOUS
Workbook includes 400 adorable stickers, a suitablefor-framing completion certificate and a unique "I DID
IT!" crown that allow you to reward your little one for
a job well-done and to encourage additional learning.

Discover the Zoo
Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activitypacked book. There are puzzles to complete, pictures
to color in, drawing activities, as well as over 200
stickers to place on the book pages. A great way for
kids to learn while having fun.

Play Smart Ginormous Workbook Preschool
Blank Sticker Book Put a SMILE on your child's face!
Get this blank sticker book and nurture your kid's
hobby and creativity. Do you have a sticker lover at
home? We are glad to share with you a great sticker
book which can be a good helper for your children or
a great personalized gift idea for your kid's. Makes a
great souvenir gift for young children! Who loves to
collect all the favorite stickers and keep in one place.
Get the custom-designed sticker book as pictured. It
comes with blank pages for your kids to have fun with
their lovely sticker. This Sticker book contains blank
templates of 100 pages with 8 x 10 inch dimensions
to stick favorite stickers. This Sticker book is
published by a KDP independent publisher, Paperback
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loved and hated, what you're planning,
what you have, what you need? and if you have your
design ideas for future improvements and new
products. Thanks for taking the time to check out our
author central page, Paperback Paradise!

Early Writing Practice, Ages 3 - 6
Help pre-schoolers develop their skills in three key
first concepts with this fun activity book that includes
over 500 fantastic stickers. With counting and
numbers, colors, and shapes to learn, each busy page
features familiar, everyday words and pictures, and
learning becomes interactive as children look for, find,
and match the correct stickers to the correct spaces.
A great way for children to build vocabulary and
develop hand-eye coordination skills.

Sticker Early Learning: Activity Book
Children go crazy for Sticker by Numbers, an
innovative new series that takes stickers to a whole
new level. Simply match the colored stickers to the
numbers on each page to create stunning works of
art. This special junior version features larger stickers
that are easy to grasp for smaller artists. With over
650 stickers, children can create rocket ships, flowers,
butterflies, sailboats, and much more.

Sticker Activity ABC
Provide a foundation for essential skills with the
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your young learner will strengthen
skills that include colors and shapes, letter and
number recognition, and handwriting. The Complete
Book series provides a dynamic way for students in
prekindergarten to grade 4 to master essential skills.
Each vivid workbook guides students through a
variety of engaging activities in phonics, reading
comprehension, math, and writing. Challenging
concepts are presented in simple language with easyto-understand examples, while stickers and full-color
illustrations capture students’ interest. The Complete
Book series is a thorough, comprehensive guide to
grade-level success.

Fine Motor Skills, Ages 3 - 6
The ultimate Superstars from WWE in their own
ultimate sticker and activity book! Over 1,000
stickers, plus photos and facts featuring the men and
women of WWE! Check out the ultimate sticker book
featuring the biggest Superstars and Legends of
WWE! Featuring past and present champions like John
Cena, Daniel Bryan, Becky Lynch, and Rey Mysterio,
this 64-page title includes over 1,000 stickers, fun
facts and photos, and activities! Plus, foil stamping for
the cover highlights the excitement of WWE!

What Your Preschooler Needs to Know
Lee has a new bike, and she must learn how to ride it.

My First Sticker Activity Book
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This Big Kindergarten Workbook combines popular
Stuck On Learning

32-page School Zone workbooks into one convenient
320-page volume. Child-friendly exercises and fullcolor illustrations make learning fun. Use Big
Workbooks to reinforce or review grade-level skills or
prepare for the upcoming school year. Contents
include: Numbers 1-12, Alphabet, Hidden Pictures,
Thinking Skills, Transition Math, Reading Readiness
Book 1, and Reading Readiness Book 2, Zoo Scholar,
Following Directions, and Colors. (Ages 4-5)

Weekly Reader: Summer Express
(Between Grades 4 & 5) Workbook
The Big Activity workbook presents meaningful
content that will keep your child entertained while
learning new and interesting facts. This is a great takea-long book that will prevent boredom blues during
school vacation, long card rides, or rainy days. The
content tests your child's knowledge and deductive
ability while providing interesting subjects and
challenges.

Puzzlemania
Children will enjoy lots of fun activities in these multicurriculum workbooks!Each workbook has 64 pages of
essential skill exercises in language arts, maths,
science and social studies.Use these books to review,
reinforce, or accelerate learning.

WWE Superstars Ultimate Sticker and
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Stuck On Learning
The School Zone Basics series can be used to
reinforce what is being taught at school or introduce
new skills to a child who needs more challenging
material. The introduction of each skill is presented
with clear examples and an appropriate amount of
practice problems. The exercises are grade
appropriate and cover essential basics needed for
future success in school.

The New Bike
A bright and colourful book, filled with sticker and
writing activities to give children the best possible
start at school. Supporting the learning of letters,
numbers, first concepts, sequencing and matching,
the workbook also includes helpful notes for parents
to ensure children get the most from each page.

My First Early-Learning Sticker Books
Paint by Sticker Kids just gets stronger and stronger,
with the last three titles—Unicorns & Magic,
Halloween, and Christmas—on fire. With over 1.7
million copies in print, and with sales increasing every
season, it is the phenomenal activity book series that
marries the joy of paint by number and coloring with
every kid’s favorite thing—stickers. And now add
dinosaurs—what could be better? Kids will have a
blast “painting” an armored Ankylosaurus, and an
agile Velociraptor, now known to have been covered
in feathers. And don’t forget about the king of them
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bite! New to the series, on the back of
each image is a paragraph of lively text packed with
facts about the dinosaur pictured, how it lived, and
how to pronounce its name. Designed especially for
children and their smaller hands, the Paint by Sticker
Kids series offers a quiet, completely absorbing, nomess activity that—bonus!—encourages kids to
practice number recognition without them even
thinking they’re doing math. The way it works is
simple: Find the numbered sticker, peel it, and place
it in the right space. Add the next, and the next—and
see the images come to life in the “low-poly” style
that uses geometric shapes. The card-stock pages are
perforated, allowing the artwork to be easily removed
so kids can hang them up as decorations or proudly
display them on the fridge. In other words, hours and
hours of artistic fun with none of the hassle or
cleanup!

Kindergarten Basics
Fine Motor Skills includes five levels of colorful and
stimulating activities that gradually challenge little
fingers. Each activity promotes learning and fine
motor control while covering fundamental lessons in
colors, shapes, counting, and writing. As children
color, trace, cut, and glue through the fun activities,
they will improve their hand-eye coordination, writing
control, and scissor and glue skills, while also being
encouraged to express their creativity! The six titles
in the Basic Beginnings series are an essential and
fun resource designed to nurture engaged learning for
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Alphabet Fun
This is where the learning begins! Early Writing
Practice teaches children the nine developmental
strokes necessary for writing. As they trace straight,
slanted, curved, and circular lines through fun
activities, children will learn to write letters while also
improving their hand-eye coordination, increasing
pencil control, and learning to express creativity!
--The six titles in the Basic Beginnings series are an
essential and fun resource designed to nurture
engaged learning for every child. Each book features
64 pages of colorful activities, mazes, and pictures, as
well as three mini books to color, cut out, and share!

Preschool Sticker Activity Book
Complete Book of PreK
School Zone sticker workbooks provide a fun-filled
introduction to important readiness skills. Each
workbook is carefully designed and reviewed by
teachers to promote your child's early learning
success. The interesting activities, clear directions,
and interactive stickers will provide hours of
educational fun for your child. The Get Ready for
School sticker workbook introduces your child to a
variety of readiness basics through playful activities.
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money, interpreting graphs, identifying
basic geometric shapes and patterns, understanding
sequences, identifying beginning sounds, matching
and comparing, reviewing alphabetical and numerical
order, and more. Letter, number, and picture stickers
enhance your child's learning adventure. (64 pages |
Ages: 4-6)

Big Kindergarten Workbook
Alphabet Fun: Write & Reuse Workbook
Encourage, inspire, and motivate kids to try until they
succeed! The wipe-clean format allows kids to
practice the activities in this book over and over,
which helps them gain confidence and master
important skills. This book teaches fine motor skills,
the alphabet, and more. The durable, spiral-bound
book lies flat for ease of use, includes a wipe-clean
marker, and the pages clean off easily. Perfect for
preschoolers and kindergartners!

Preschool Color & Activity Book
First learning fun for preschoolers Combination of
puzzles, coloring, activities and over 100 stickers
Encourage hand-eye coordination and problemsolving skills
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